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INTRODUCTION 
 
Construction injuries are costly, not just in dollar terms, but because of the 
disruption and human suffering they cause.  In 1996 thirteen construction workers 
were killed, over 3000 received injuries requiring more than one week off work and 
another 5000 were receiving compensation for long-term disabilities. ACC alone 
paid $54 million in compensation. 
 
Construction workers in New Zealand are three times more likely to be killed at 
work and twice as likely to be injured as other people.  They also experience 
higher rates of hearing loss, cancers, respiratory problems and allergies 
specifically linked with construction hazards. 
 
The Building and Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO) and ACC 
have initiated a joint project to look for solutions.  They aims to: 

� develop an understanding of injury patterns and causes 

� develop an industry-led vision for injury prevention  

� set up a framework to lead, fund, coordinate and evaluate industry 
prevention activities in the construction industry 

� identify the first steps of working together. 
 
The first phase has concentrated on finding the facts - from ACC and OSH data, 
interviews with people across the industry and overseas literature.  This document 
summarises that information in readiness for second phase, consulting the 
industry.  The feedback and ideas gained from the workshops will form the 
foundation for the next phase - planning the future.  Representatives from 
industry groups will develop a long-term strategy to improve construction safety 
and set priorities for short-term action. 
 

What injuries are 
occurring and why? 
• ACC data 
• OSH data 

 What are firms doing to 
prevent injuries? 
Interviews with 64 
tradesmen and firms 
• what’s being done? 
• what’s working? 
• where are the gaps? 

 What has been learnt 
about preventing 
construction injuries? 
• overseas literature 
• research findings 

�        �        � 

 Regional workshops 

• feedback on information gathered - does this information make sense? 
• the requirements of the industry - what do you want to do about it? 

 

�        �  

What structures are necessary to lead, 
fund, coordinate and evaluate injury 
prevention activities across the industry? 

 What injury prevention services does the 
construction industry require? 
• education 
• information 
• advisory services 
• networking & sharing 
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Construction Injuries are Avoidable 

While construction injury rates are going down in most Western countries, New 
Zealand rates are rising. 
 
If these trends are not reversed: 

8  even more people will lose income, livelihoods, suffer long-term disabilities, 
and die 

8  and ACC premiums will increase dramatically. 
 
Construction injury rates have almost halved in several countries in Europe and 
North America.  This is attributed to: 

4 cooperation across the whole construction industry - trades, firms, unions, 
safety authorities and compensation insurance organisations 

4 commitment by the management of firms to continuously improve safety, not 
just comply with minimum standards 

4 practical education and information services provided by the industry, for the 
industry 

4 financial incentives through compensation insurance discounts for safe 
working practice. 

 
How can we achieve the same in New Zealand? 
 
This consultation document summarises 

� 64 interviews with people in building, plumbing, painting and electrical 
contracting firms – from solo tradesmen to chief executives of large 
companies 

� analysis of ACC and OSH data for the period 1993 to 1996 

� an extensive review of overseas experience and research. 
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1 INJURIES: NUMBERS, CAUSES & CONSEQUENCES  
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This graph shows the rates of ACC claims for work-related injuries per 1000 
workers in construction trades.  Further details for each trade group are given in 
appendix 1. 
 
The sharpest rises are for concreting, bricklaying, steel work and roofing (88%) 
followed by plastering, painting and flooring (66%).  These groups share a number 
of characteristics that may contribute to poor safety practices:  ease of entry into 
the trades, lack of apprenticeship training, high proportion of small firms and 
labour-only workers.  
 
Injuries in building have risen by 38% and civil engineering 22%. 
 
Even rates for plumbing and electrical services, which have had active safety 
training programmes run by trade associations, have increased by 16%. 

Types of Injuries 

The leading causes of injuries leading to ACC claims were: 

� 36% - falls, loss of balance, trips and slips 

� 20% - long-term back or joint problems  

� 15% - hitting or being hit by objects 

� 14% - stretching or lifting 

� 5% - noise induced hearing loss. 
 
This distribution is consistent with overseas statistics.  Overseas studies have 
found that around a third of injuries relate to material handling and a quarter to 
untidy housekeeping.  Posture and technique were consistently found to be more 
important than the weight of the objects lifted.  These injuries are avoidable. 
 
Half these injuries were ‘sprains or strains’, whether due to accidents (eg, a 
sprained ankle) or long-term conditions (eg, a chronic back pain or tennis elbow).  
A third were cuts, bruises, fractures, amputations or dislocations.  Three percent 
were occupational diseases, including respiratory problems and asbestosis. 
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People at Highest Risk of Injury 

Interviews and overseas literature identified groups of people at highest risk: 

� Labourers and semi-skilled workers: People interviewed often commented 
that these people had less regard for safety than tradesmen and little 
awareness of construction hazards.  The trades with the greatest increases 
in ACC claims have high numbers of people with no formal trade training.  

� ‘Itinerant’ workers:  Labour only tradesmen and people working through 
labour hire firms also appeared to be less aware of safety. 

� People in the first few days on a job: Analysis of data for US construction 
injuries showed that 13% of accidents occurred on the first month on a job.  
The figure was even higher for labourers.  This may be due to: lack of 
awareness of site hazards or procedures, lack of physical fitness, wanting to 
impress a new employer, or reluctance to seek help from new work mates.  

� Heavy work: As expected, injury rates are higher in trades engaged in very 
heavy work such as roofing and bricklaying.  For example, bricklayers have 
five times the risk of a lower back injury than electricians. 

� Younger workers: Researchers have found that younger workers have about 
twice as many accidents as older colleagues.  Older workers suffer more 
back and joint problems than younger people do.  However, many people 
interviewed felt that New Zealand apprentices and younger tradesmen were 
more aware of safety, especially in using protective equipment. 

. . .  and Risky Work Environments 

Similarly, the interviews and review of overseas research show that certain 
situations and types of firms increase the risk of injuries: 

� Time pressure: When deadlines are tight, people take risks.  People stated 
that project timeframes are becoming more and more compressed and made 
safe practice difficult.   

� Supervisor attitude and skill: The importance of good planning, supervision 
and communication was emphasised.   

� Subcontractor management and coordination: People stressed the increased 
hazard on sites where several contractors are working together.  Overseas 
analysis of injury patterns show more injuries occur when new 
subcontractors and workers start on projects.  This highlights the importance 
of planning, induction training, contractor coordination and communication.  

� Teamwork and continuity of people: Research shows that firms and work 
teams with high turnover of people have higher injury rates.  Contributing 
factors may include lack of awareness of firm safety procedures, lack of 
teamwork, or the attitudes of people who regularly shift jobs.   

� Size of firm: Some larger firms are able to achieve near zero injury rates.  
Overseas statistics show smaller firms tend to have higher injury rates, 
although interviews with New Zealand firms suggest widely varying safety 
records in firms of all sizes. 
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The Costs of Safety 

Most people commented on the increased costs of safety, especially for 
scaffolding or the extra time to do a task correctly:   

 
“If I did everything by the book I’d be broke.” 
 
“People form the incorrect link between ‘making it’ and safety.  They see 
the deadlines and take shortcuts to achieve them.  They close their eyes 
to the longer-term risks and costs.  ...  Cost shouldn’t be an issue - eighty 
percent of safety problems can be corrected with ‘no cost’ or ‘low cost’ 
solutions.  It’s a matter of thinking smart.  ...  We’ve been able to reduce 
our costs through safer practice - especially lost time, reductions in 
equipment maintenance and hire.” 

Safety and Tendering 

Nearly all people said the tendering process encourages firms to ‘cut corners’ on 
safety requirements.  Short-term profits can be maximised when people scrimp on 
safety.  If they included the costs of all appropriate safety measures, their tenders 
would become uncompetitive. 
 

“We have missed out on some jobs because we included the full costs of 
scaffolding.  Its frustrating to drive past the site a month later to see a 
competitor doing the job on the cheap.” 
 

How can we provide a “level playing field’ where all contractors must meet 
consistent safety requirements? 

Responsibilities for Safety 

“When I engage a labour-only carpenter I expect him to take care of 
safety.  It’s nothing to do with me.” 
 

Most people were aware they were responsible for the safety of subcontractors 
and labour only contractors, but many accepted this reluctantly.  All tradesmen 
working on domestic work said homeowners had little awareness of safety issues 
during construction.   
 
Some larger building firms spoke positively about the increasing interest of project 
management consultants and architects in safety issues.  Others said it was only 
through their insistence that safety was a regular item on the agenda of progress 
meetings. 
 

“The whole tendering process contributes to accidents.  The whole 
industry, including clients and designers, have a responsibility to ensure 
the job is carried out safely.” 
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Contractors working with chemical and food processing companies were subject 
to extremely rigorous requirements.  There is a telling contrast between the 
requirements of these firms (often with fewer hazards) and some head contractors 
of large and complex construction projects. 
 

Are the responsibilities of clients, designers, contractors, subcontractors and 
workers clear?  How can we ensure that people meet these responsibilities? 

The Human and Financial Costs of Injuries 

As well as causing pain and suffering, injuries cost money.  Money for the injured 
person:  medical costs and lost income.  Money for the firm: disruption to projects, 
lost revenue, compensation for the first week off work, experience rating 
surcharges (for larger firms) and fines.  Money for the industry: increased 
compensation costs and ACC premiums. 
 
The interviews asked specific questions about the incentives for safe practice 
among construction firms.  People identified: 

� Wellbeing: There was genuine concern of wellbeing of staff.  This was 
especially so in firms with employees.  Firms employing labour-only workers 
did not appear to have close relationships with them and the personal impact 
of possible injury did not appear as great. 

� Disruption to business: People in electrical, plumbing and small building firms 
emphasised the disruption to work that an injury brings.  Other staff have to 
work faster, deadlines slip and income is lost.  Those in larger firms said 
workers could be reallocated to projects, or temporary staff recruited; in 
these cases there was little disruption. 

� Reputation:  A number of people commented that a bad safety record would 
affect their business image and may make it more difficult to recruit the best 
staff. 

� Possibility of prosecution: Some people in larger firms commented on the 
potential costs of prosecution: fines, legal costs and time.  In general, unless 
firms had already been prosecuted, they did not appear to perceive a high 
risk of inspection and there did not appear to be a high deterrent effect. 

 
Employers described compensation costs for the first week off work as frustrating 
but not significant to business viability.  But the total cost of ACC insurance was 
very significant compared with the gross profit of firms.  This was especially so in 
regions facing a downturn in construction activity.  Many expressed considerable  
frustration at their inability to make a significant difference in ACC premiums.    
 
This is supported by overseas research, which has estimated that under most 
accident compensation insurance schemes (private or public), construction firms 
bear around a quarter of the costs of accidents.  This includes the costs of 
disruption to projects, lost revenue, and initial compensation.  The remaining 
three-quarters of the costs are distributed across the whole industry  through 
workers compensation premiums.   
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Internationally small firms and self-employed people make up around ninety 
percent of the construction workforce.  They do not come within the scope of 
experience rating schemes.  Negligent firms raise the average premiums for the 
majority of firms with low injury rates, and create a cross subsidy from good to 
poor safety performers.  Accident compensation costs move outside the control of 
contractors, thus reducing the financial incentive to invest in safety practices.  
Experience rating systems bring greater benefits for larger firms with good safety 
records.  Larger firms with poor records however can avoid the sanctions of 
experience rating by using labour-only workers.  Frustration with accident 
compensation insurance is not unique to New Zealand. 

The Lack of Sanctions for Unsafe Practice 

Most people complained about the lack of sanctions for unsafe practices: 

� Loss of business:  Firms displayed varying attitudes.  Several perceived 
cutting corners as the way to get business.  These were typically smaller 
firms subcontracting in a tendering environment.  However, many other firms 
were more reluctant to take short cuts, seeing the potential costs of 
disruption to work and loss to reputation. 

� OSH prosecution: While larger firms thought there was a high chance of an 
OSH inspection, small firms said they were rarely visited.  

“When I’m working in the city where an inspector might see me I certainly 
don’t do things the same way as I do in the suburbs.” 

� ACC experience rating: While some firms thought the experience rating 
rebates were significant, most did not.  Rebates or surcharges were minor to 
some and significant to others.  They were strong motivators to assist injured 
staff to return to work promptly.  It too can be avoided:  

“If experience rating gets any higher I’ll just switch to labour-only” 
 
There are few incentives and sanctions, especially for small firms. 
 

“The construction sector is cut-throat, but it’s very easy to enter.  Its too 
easy to goof up and leave poor quality work – and a lot of injuries – for 
other people to pick up.  There just has to be more accountability.” 
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2 WHAT CAN WE DO TO IMPROVE SAFETY? 

There are several ways to improve construction safety: safer designs, improved 
work methods, training, safety management systems, and protective equipment.  
However, no method works in isolation.  Strategies to improve construction safety 
require a multi-faceted approach:  

� safe design and management processes 

� safe firms and work teams 

� safe workers 

� effective health-care and return to work programmes. 

Safe Design and Contract Management 

Safe construction starts with safe design and safe contracting processes.  
Finance, time frames and the safety knowledge of the designers may compromise 
safety.  Important elements in the contracting process are selecting contractors, 
scheduling, project safety planning and safety monitoring.  
 
In Britain, Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 define the 
responsibilities of clients, designers and principals for safe construction practice.  
For projects longer than 30 days or more than 500 person days’ work, the 
regulations require that: 

� clients must appoint a head contractor and an independent safety supervisor 
and must ensure adequate resources have been allocated to comply with 
safety requirements 

� designers must ‘design out’ safety hazards whenever practicable and must 
provide information about significant hazards 

� a ‘safety file’ documents all hazards during the design and construction 
stages and provides an audit trail of the responsibilities and actions of the 
client, designer, head contractor and subcontractors 

� the head contractor must check that all subcontractors comply with the safety 
plan and statutory requirements and all employees of subcontractors and 
self-employed workers have appropriate training and information 

� the head contractor is responsible for recording incidents and reporting 
notifiable injuries for all workers on the project. 

 
British construction firms have responded positively to the regulations.  While they 
increase compliance costs, there is evidence of compensating savings through 
more practical designs, smoother project coordination, reduction in ‘re-work’, and 
fewer injuries.  More paperwork was a disadvantage.  Education for designers, 
planning supervisors and contractors is being strengthened to help them 
implement focussed, practical procedures and streamline paper work.  
 
Australian Authorities have developed similar guidelines spelling out the duties of 
clients, designers and head contractors. 
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How can we create a ‘level playing field’ for New Zealand construction firms? 

� regulations and enforcement 

� voluntary codes of practice and education for all parties on their role in 
construction safety 

� a combination of regulation and education. 

Safe Construction Methods 

Improved work methods and tools are being developed.  A number of builders 
interviewed had adopted ergonomic work methods such as nail guns and concrete 
pumping.  Recent overseas innovations include: 

� Adjustable-height bricklaying platforms with pumps to take mortar to the point 
of work.  Blocks have been redesigned to reduce weight and make them 
easier to lift.  These innovations brought significant reductions in back 
problems for bricklayers. 

� New tools for tying reinforcing steel allow steel fixers to work while standing 
up, reducing back problems. 

 
Several self-employed people said independent information on work methods and 
protective equipment was difficult to access.  Advice from different organisations 
was sometimes inconsistent, incomplete or appeared to be ‘sales material’.  A 
number complained that material safety data sheets were overly complicated and 
hard to obtain. 
 
Construction safety organisations in Europe and North America evaluate different 
work methods, share this information and communicate it to their members.  
There is an active international network, which New Zealand could easily ‘plug 
into’. 
 
Interviews showed that protective gear or equipment is widely used by 
construction workers.  People indicated that protective equipment was more likely 
to be used when: there was a significant risk; by younger workers trained through 
apprenticeship programmes; where other people on the site were using the 
equipment; and when it was comfortable. 
 
Protective equipment is rarely a “quick fix”, eg. back belts may cause harm and 
some gloves can actually increase the risk of long-term problems with fingers, 
hands and wrists.  Improperly fitting gear reduces its effectiveness and 
inappropriate equipment can give workers a false sense of security.  A number of 
examples were given where people misunderstood the requirements for safe use 
of protective equipment.  One, for example, was unaware that when using safety 
harnesses it was necessary to have a plan to recover people quickly after a fall to 
prevent permanent damage. 
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Safety Management Systems 

Without commitment, systems generate paper not results: 
 

“Since the Health and Safety in Employment Act we have certainly 
increased the paperwork, but it doesn’t appear to have reduced the 
accidents.” 

 
Most people with direct experience of ISO9000 certification were dismissive of its 
benefits.   
 

“I subcontract to a number of ISO certified firms.  It’s just paperwork.  It 
doesn’t translate down to the guys on the site.  It’s just a piece of paper to 
cover their arses.” 

 
But some firms had achieved impressive results through the combination of 
management commitment and practical systems.  Some firms had invested 
heavily in systems development, training and management time. 

 
 “I have really tried to involve my staff.  I got them to do safety audits and 
they came up with some really great ideas that didn’t cost a bean.  They 
are not ‘paper people’ but they do respond when you make it relevant and 
interesting.” 

 
Some multinational firms have achieved impressive results through 
comprehensive safety management systems.  Some projects have run for millions 
of man-hours without a single lost time injury.  Key elements of their safety 
programmes are: 

� management attitude – accidents do not need to happen 

� project pre-planning, including liaison with client and designers  

� subcontractor selection and management 

� planning, programming and budgeting  

� people management – recruitment, induction and supervision 

� communication 

� hazard identification and management 

� performance monitoring, reporting and corrective action. 
 
Some elements are contentious, eg. random drug and alcohol testing. 
 
 
 
 

Safety in Small Firms 

Only a few of the smaller firms surveyed had formal systems.  Most had the 
philosophy: “if you see a problem you fix it, you don’t write it down”.  Many self-
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employed tradesmen and small firms had very practical approaches to injury 
prevention.  Several of these people had never had a work injury requiring more 
than a couple of days off work.  Small firms with low injury rates appeared to share 
several characteristics: 

� staff were trained through apprenticeships 

� there was continuity of staffing 

� they had good relationships with their subcontractors and tended to contract 
with them whenever permitted by clients  

� they restricted their work to what they knew well 

� colleagues provided assistance with heavy or hazardous work. 
 
“We have got audit forms but we don’t routinely use them.  A partner visits 
the sites twice daily and we keep a close eye on things." 

 
However, some tradesmen in small firms had little awareness of safety and 
apparently little regard for their own wellbeing: 
 

“When I wake up in the morning I don’t expect to have an accident.  So 
why should I do anything to avoid one?” 
 
 

How do we develop focused, useful systems that will help us do a better, safer 
job, not ones that simply require compliance with manuals? 

Training 

Training is an essential element of any safety strategy but, by itself, is of little 
benefit.  People have difficulty translating classroom knowledge to work site 
practice and, under pressures of work, resort to old work habits.  Training is best 
provided on the work site and needs to be actively backed up by supervisors. 
 
There are four components of safety training: 

� basic safety skills for labourers 

� apprentice level training 

� continuing training to keep abreast of technical changes and to develop skills 
not covered during apprenticeship 

� advanced training, eg. to make the transition from carpenter to foreman, to 
builder, or to safety manager. 

 
 
Firms interviewed expressed concern about the skills and safety practices of 
labourers and semi-skilled people.  Trades with high numbers of these people 
have the greatest increases in injury rates.  There are no training opportunities for 
these people, and the firms interviewed provided little or no induction training for 
them. 
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People were positive about current apprenticeship training and they reported that 
recent apprentices were more aware of safety.  However, only a few people saw 
any need for continuing training for tradesmen. 
 
Of the people interviewed, only a third had any training in safety management.  
This is of grave concern given that most of the people interviewed were in 
management or supervisory positions.   
 
In most cases, this training was through the Safety Supervisors Course.  People 
expressed very strong support for the urgent reinstatement of this course.  
Although a number of independent consultants provide similar courses, people 
wanted a qualification that was recognised and portable.  Some firms commented 
that staff receiving a recognised qualification may provide some protection by 
demonstrating they were taking ‘all reasonable steps’ to ensure workplace safety. 
 
Only a quarter had any training in first aid. Very few had any training in manual 
handling techniques.  One who received training from his physiotherapist after an 
injury commented “It may have been more useful before I got hurt!” 
 
A number of people interviewed expressed frustration with the lack of safety 
training programmes or the inappropriateness of available courses.  Courses were 
often too long and complex for the practical work-site needs or workers.  Some 
firms commented that currently available courses were too expensive, but they 
may be prepared to pay higher fees if top quality programmes were available. 
Several people in small firms had received safety training from larger firms they 
contracted to or had previously worked with. 
 
People in small firms had difficulty taking time off work due to work pressures and 
lost income.  Programmes at night were also unattractive as they were tired after a 
day’s work or had paper work to do.  However breakfast or after-work sessions 
sponsored by building supply firms were popular, although one commented “I go 
for the beer and the sausage rolls and to catch up with my mates.”   
 
Overseas experience shows that training programmes often fail to fulfil 
expectations.  Common reasons were: 

� the training periods were too short 

� it was difficult to transfer learning between classroom and work site 

� workers often have widely ranging abilities and experience and their learning 
needs may be too dissimilar to meet individual requirements 

� training is often not reinforced by supervisors and managers. 
Research consistently shows that training must be provided before people 
establish bad work habits.  Other factors maximising the success of training are: 

� commitment:  management must be committed to backing up the training 

� involvement: workers should be involved in identifying training needs and 
designing programmes  

� participation:  construction workers tend to “learn by doing” 
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� variety:  teaching methods should use a number of approaches  to meet the 
diverse abilities and ‘learning styles’ of people – self guided study, practical 
case studies, audiovisual resources 

� relevance:  case studies should be relevant to the participants’ work and 
should be delivered on a ‘just in time’ basis when the skills are required 

� on-the-job:  a short on-site session may be more effective than a day’s 
lesson in a classroom 

� assessment:  competencies should be assessed; it should not be assumed 
that course attendance has led to learning  

� incentives:  participants often need incentives such as meeting mandatory 
certification requirements or pay increases. 

 
Examples of successful training activities indicate that such programmes require 
significant investment to develop.  Some exciting programmes have been 
developed by construction safety associations that have sufficient resource and 
expertise;  the developmental costs is often met through industry levy as the full 
‘user-pays’ costs are often prohibitive for smaller firms. 

Information 

Firms surveyed were keen to have more information about safety issues: 

� legal responsibilities 

� information about hazards and recommended safety measures 

� data about injury patterns (including comparative performance of firms) 

� information about recent accidents “to keep safety in your face”  
 
Half of those surveyed preferred written information in a simple, well-illustrated 
format through regular newsletters.  Only a few of the people interviewed regularly 
read industry magazines.  About a third preferred information on video, and the 
others preferred seminars.  Several expressed frustration in getting reliable 
information and complained about conflicting advice from different sources. 
 
Over half of those surveyed used OSH codes of practice and resource material 
and most people interviewed were aware of the ACC ‘Back Book’.  
 

What are the industry’s requirements for education and information services?  
How should they be delivered? 

Networking and Sharing Information 

Less than a quarter of people regularly discussed safety issues with people in 
other firms.  In most cases, discussions were with subcontractors or through trade 
associations and a few people had informal networks for keeping in touch with 
colleagues.  Some had safety information that they borrowed from firms, that they 
had borrowed from other firms, that they might have borrowed…. 
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People from firms with more sophisticated safety systems had mixed attitudes to 
sharing their resources and experience.   
 

“We have invested big money in these system, plus real sweat.  I’m 
damned if I’m now going to share it with our competition. … But there’s 
another side to the coin.  We did it all by ourselves, we learnt the hard 
way, and that’s why our systems work for us.  Other firms need to do the 
same.  They could take the manuals but that’s all they would be – 
manuals.” 
 
“You only get a competitive advantage once.  You have to keep moving.  
Sharing the information enhances your firm’s standing.” 

 

How can we encourage firms to share their successes and experience for the 
benefit of the whole construction industry? 

Injury Assessment, Treatment and Return to Work 

While this project focuses on the preventing injuries, some firms surveyed raised 
the issues of injury management and return to work: 
 
Some firms interviewed had contracted to local doctors or occupational health 
nurses.  They reported real benefits by: 

� filtering out non-work injuries 

� determining the most cost-effective treatment at the earliest time 

� facilitating three way discussions between the injured person, the health 
professional and the employer 

� planning for the person’s return to work with a realistic understanding of the 
person and the work demands. 

 
Light duties can be difficult to implement in the construction sector.  But some 
firms found that it pays dividends in getting people back to work quickly and 
reducing experience rating surcharges:  “I was sceptical at first. It was a lot of 
work, but it was really worth it in the end.” 
 
A number of people commented that these activities, which are currently only 
viable for larger firms, could be provided in provincial centres on a collective multi-
trade basis. 

Injury Data 

It is difficult to manage safety programmes without reliable injury data.  Data 
collected by ACC and OSH is designed to meet their administrative functions and 
it does not necessarily meet the needs of firms or trades associations to monitor 
injury patterns and develop safety activities.  Overseas literature indicates that 
New Zealand is not alone in this problem. 
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Only a handful of the firms surveyed collected detailed information, investigated 
the accidents and took corrective action to prevent their recurrence.  Most firms 
collected little or no information on injuries, other than that required for OSH 
notifications and ACC claims.  One person laughed “What’s the chance of that 
happening twice!” 
 
To prevent injuries and manage compensation costs, trade associations and firms 
require accurate and timely data.  
 

What specific data do firms and associations require ?  How can we develop a 
simple, useful and economical means of collecting, analysing and feeding back 
this data ? 

Trade Associations 

People surveyed were asked what their trade associations, ACC and OSH could 
do differently to assist firms to promote construction safety.  
 
Plumbers, electricians and plumbers said that they were generally satisfied with 
the safety training and information services provided by their trade associations.  
Electricians were positive about the mandatory training introduced as part of their 
regular re-certification programme. 
 
Builders had mixed views on the Master Builders Federation.  Some small firms 
participated in sessions on safety run by their local association.  Others said 
membership was too expensive. Some managers of larger firms said the 
Federation should have been more active on health and safety when the Health 
and Safety in Employment Act was introduced. 

Relationships with OSH 

Feedback about OSH was mixed and the tone of comments varied markedly from 
region to region.  Positive comments included: 

� publications are very useful, especially codes of practice and the guide for 
small businesses (about half the people had OSH publications available) 

� most inspectors were very helpful and had extensive expert knowledge 

� some inspectors had excellent local relationships and networks. 
 
Negative comments included: 

� practices were inconsistent between branches and inspectors 

� staffing pressures prevented educational activities 

� insufficient resources were available to inspect small firms 

� some branches and some inspectors were quick to prosecute. 
 
Many people expressed frustration with coming to terms with the Health and 
Safety in Employment Act: 
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“In construction you are always working with designs, codes of practice, 
contracts.  It’s really specific.  Then all of a sudden they say ‘Take all 
practical steps’.  It’s a difficult transition for a lot of us and it’s real scary 
when you are personally liable.” 
 
“When you have a problem it’s hard to get authoritative advice.  But when 
something goes wrong there’s no shortage of people to say you haven’t 
done enough.” 

 
Most people surveyed favoured increased surveillance of the construction sector, 
especially for small firms. 

Relationships with ACC 

Most people were negative about their experiences with ACC and made a number 
of suggestions for improvement: 

� reductions in premiums and greater incentives for injury free firms 

� better and more consistent case management 

� greater trust in employers, and more checking of claimants 

� fairer treatment of employers when apportioning liability for injuries. 
 
A number recommended improved coordination between ACC and employers 
over assessment decisions, case management and rehabilitation.  Relationships 
with case managers were often adversarial, and many firms said that they wanted 
a more cooperative approach. 

A Coordinated Approach 

Many firms surveyed stressed the need for local coordination between trade 
associations.  “We are dealing with the same problems – management problems 
and contractor – subcontractor coordination.  The associations tend to work within 
their own boxes – why don’t we work together?” 
 
Many also recommended closer national and regional coordination between the 
trade associations, OSH and ACC. 
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3 LEADING CONSTRUCTION SAFETY 

To improve safety practices tradesmen and firms are seeking practical services: 

4 training (at a number of levels) 

4 reliable information 

4 affordable advisory services 
 
But to afford these, there needs to be greater incentives for safe practice: 

4 a ‘level playing field’ on which all firms must comply with the same 
requirements 

4 rewards through significant reductions in  ACC premiums for safe practice 

4 sanctions for firms that do not meet required standards 
 
To make this happen, a long-term strategy is required.  One that pulls together all 
the players: industry associations, training organisations, regulators, occupational 
health and accident compensation organisations. 
 
Many countries have such organisations to coordinate construction safety 
activities.   

� Coordinating committees:  In Australia and Britain national committees 
have developed industry wide strategies to improve construction safety.  
They advise and coordinate industry associations and Government agencies, 
but they do not undertake any activities themselves. 

� Safety associations:  In Ontario and some US states, construction safety 
associations provide a wide range of practical services: 

• education and information services 

• data analysis, applied research and product evaluation 

• safety awards 

• local activities. 

The Ontario Construction Safety Association is run by management and 
union representatives and is funded by the construction industry through 
workers compensation levies.  Industry leaders attribute the low injury rates 
in Ontario – about half of similar provinces in Canada – to the work of the 
Association.  In Ontario, construction firms demonstrating effective health 
and safety systems pay lower workers’ compensation premiums. 

� Devolution of Government functions to industry:  In Germany, the 
construction industry runs workers compensation, safety enforcement, 
education, research and occupational health services for the construction 
sector. 

 
These bodies deal with multi-trade problems such as standard setting, 
surveillance policies, contract management, and coordination of education and 
information activities. 
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“Safety problems can’t be solved by OSH and ACC alone.  It’s the industry 
that needs to take responsibility for safe working practices, education and 
helping people return to work.  Our track record is damning and we have 
to stop blaming Government organisations for the mess we are in.” 
 

Does New Zealand require a similar body to lead and coordinate construction 
safety activities? 
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Appendix 1  
STATISTICS ON INJURY RATES 
 
 
The following graphs and tables summarise the injury patterns for the following 
sectors: 

� civil engineering 

� building and carpentry (commercial and domestic building and job carpentry) 

� related structural services (concreting, bricklaying, steel fixing, steel erection 
and roofing) 

� electrical services 

� plumbing services 

� finishing trades (plastering, painting and flooring). 
 
The statistics are calculated from ACC claims for new injuries and from the 
quarterly employment survey undertaken by the Department of Statistics.  It has 
not been possible to include trades in the ACC grouping “construction trades not 
elsewhere classified”.  This includes scaffolders and a number of smaller groups 
of workers.  Unfortunately, the Department of Statistics and ACC data may not be 
sufficiently compatible to make valid calculations for this category. 
 
The tables show: 

� numbers of injuries 

� rates per 1000 workers 

� the “odds ratio” – the odds of a worker in that trade group receiving a specific 
type of injury compared with the average for all construction workers. 

 

Data sources 

The Treasury Section of ACC provided statistics on ACC claims. 

The Occupational Safety and Health Service (OSH) of the Department of Labour provided statistics 
on fatalities. 

Statistics New Zealand (Department of Statistics) provided data on the construction workforce, 
construction activity (building work in progress) and firm turnover. 

Data on international injury and fatality rates has been obtained from 

� Construction Safety Association of Ontario  

� Health and Safety Executive, England 

� Worksafe Australia 

� Jin S Culver C 1994  “OSHA examines construction fatalities”  Health and Safety, 34(5), 80-83 
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Appendix 2  
 

SELECTED QUOTES FROM FIRMS INTERVIEWED 
 
 
On safety attitudes of construction workers:  
 
“We’ve collected detailed information about the injuries on our sites.  The fact is that 
most occur in people’s own ‘working space’.  Things falling on their heads, or faults 
with equipment are rare - it’s the things they do to themselves - rushing, losing 
concentration or just thinking.” 
 
 “Some guys aren’t properly trained.  They say they are chippies but they haven’t 
done an apprenticeship.  They cut corners, don’t use ladders properly, have cords in 
front of the skilsaw, ...”  
 
“The guys who come from labour hire firms are a real problem.  At times they come 
without any safety gear.” 
  
“A lot don’t think for themselves - I always need to remind them.”  
 
“The macho element is strong in New Zealand - I don’t need hearing protectors, I can 
lift that by myself - that sort of thing.” 
 
‘Itinerant’ workers: 
  
“On ‘labour only’ sites there’s often no teamwork.  They just want to finish their task 

and go.  Each one leaves a mess for the next one to clean up.” 
 
People in the first few days on a job:  
 
“New guys are so pleased to get a job that they won’t admit that they are 
inexperienced.  They want to impress you so they won’t ask how to do something or 
get help to lift something heavy. 
 
Younger workers: 
 
“My son takes more risks than me - he thinks he knows it all”.  
 
Time pressure:  
 
“Sometimes I take a short-cut.  Like not turning off the power to a whole floor of an 
office block just to change a power point.” 
 
“Everything is more condensed these days.  We had a contract to paint a restaurant.  
We said we needed two weeks.  But when we arrived the other contractors were still 
there.  We had to spray ceilings that had just been plastered.  It just wasn’t safe.  I 
should have walked out, but it would have cost me any future work with that builder.” 
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“When we get pressured to take short cuts I prefer to walk away from the job.  It’s 
just not worth the trouble.  You risk serious injuries, and the chances are you won’t 
make a profit from those jobs anyway.” 
 
Supervisor attitude and skill: 
 
“A lot of foremen are short-range people who ‘want to make it happen’.  My best 
foreman, one of the best around, thinks ‘risks are for taking’ and ‘real men get on 
with the job’.”   
 
“Time pressure can be an important factor causing accidents, but it shouldn’t impact 
on the safety of workers if the supervisors are doing their job.”   
 
“I’ve found that we don’t get any more productivity in five and a half days than five - 
the real solution lies in the planning and supervision.” 
 
Subcontractor management and coordination:  
 
“Every site is a new experience.  One of our men could work on five different sites in 
a week, always along side other subcontractors.  We have to use others scaffolds 
and cranes.  That all increases the risks.” 
 
Teamwork and continuity of people:  
 
“One labour only carpenter used my scaffold plank as a saw bench. He cut an inch 
into it.  He didn’t give a damn.” 
 
The costs of safety: 
 
“If I did everything by the book I’d be broke.” 
 
“The costs of working safely can be astronomical, but they are also used as an 
excuse.”  
 
“People form the incorrect link between ‘making it’ and safety.  They see the 
deadlines and take shortcuts to achieve them.  They close their eyes to the longer-
term risks and costs.  ...  Cost shouldn’t be an issue - eighty percent of safety 
problems can be corrected with ‘no cost’ or ‘low cost’ solutions.  It’s a matter of 
thinking smart.  ...  We’ve been able to reduce our costs through safer practice - 
especially lost time, reductions in equipment maintenance and hire. 
 
Safety and Tendering: 
 
“We have missed out on some jobs because we included the full costs of scaffolding.  
Its frustrating to drive past the site a month later to see a competitor doing the job on 
the cheap.” 
 
“When we get pressured to take short cuts I prefer to walk away from the job.  It’s 
just not worth the trouble.  You risk serious injuries, and the chances are you won’t 
make a profit from those jobs anyway.” 
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“Our own staff are really good, but some of the subbies are a real worry.  One 
blocklayer overloaded the scaffold and when I challenged him, he said it would only 
be overloaded for an hour.  But he was the cheapest, and if we didn’t choose him, 
we mightn’t get the job.  There’s not a lot of point in being the safest builder if you’re 
sitting on the sofa at home!” 
 
“Its very difficult to focus on safety in a tendering environment.  You only get the job if 
you have the cheapest price and nothing else matters.  You deal with the 
consequent problems later on ... poor workmanship, delays, buck passing.  But when 
we work on a negotiated basis, we can choose the subcontractors with a similar 
philosophy and standards of work.  The customer wins in the end and there are 
fewer ‘add on’ costs.” 
 
Responsibilities for safety: 
 
“When I engage a labour-only carpenter I expect him to take care of safety.  It’s 
nothing to do with me.” 
 
“Domestic clients don’t want to pay for safety.  You make do if you want the work.”  
 
“The whole tendering process contributes to accidents.  The whole industry, 
including clients and designers, have a responsibility to ensure the job is carried out 
safely.” 
 
Lack of sanctions for unsafe practice: 
 
“The small firms that don’t have safety policies and employ labour only guys, they’re 
not accountable.  They move fast.”  
 
“When I’m working in the city where an inspector might see me I certainly don’t do 
things the same way as I do in the suburbs.” 
 
“If experience rating gets any higher I’ll just switch to labour-only” 
 
The construction sector is cut-throat, but it’s very easy to enter.  Its too easy to goof 
up and leave poor quality work – and a lot of injuries – for other people to pick up.  
There just has to be more accountability.” 
 
“The cowboys are winning.” 
 


